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SECTION 1 (SOV/ET)

*BP WAO; gistathsbauUstitaLomatax-iiatialtsaa
:OiUtoerietion ofinremertg. Sattiarch.Alexandros of Antioch arrived in
MoscoW-on 20 july avowedly to discumscompensation for confiscated chmrch

'Icroperty. The Soviet Union is apparently aeeking to delay any decision
mn CoMpensation in order to influence the Patriarch. Meanwhile it is
taking propaganda advantage of his visits am= played up his approval
of-the SteckhoIM Appeal, and the US Ebbassy.in Moseowoonsiders that mont
WO will be made of his peace pact support in propaganda to the Near East.
(C Monody 150, 27 July 51),

- CommentS The UM:Rye stepped-up efforts to utilize the Near East
OrthodoXChuroh as a means of spreading Soviet influence and power in that
area hate been noted for over a year, but the USSR has apparently not yet
suebeeded.in achieving control of any group. Mbst Orthodox Near East
coMmunities appear to oppose Communism and view Soviet activities,with sus-
picion, with the possible exception of the Patriarch of Antioch. Act6rd4ng
to seyeral seurces, however, he actuAly travelled to Mbscow to aeek compen.
satioMfer the loss of revenue. The Archbishop of Istanbul, firmly anti.-
CoMmuniat-abd believed to be a top figure in the Near East Orthodoxbier.;
arehy, recently assured US officials that Antioch would not sstray from
the fold."

"B" Thal-staatkaRalitglabit.PEL.9.229katigne In a lecture comp-
memoreting Navy Nay, Major General.Korniyenko recalled what he termed the
rich revolutiOnarY tradition of the Russian Nov. According to him, from
the very beginning of the October revolution.Rtssian sailors were counted
among its Shock detachments.

General Rorniyenko also ahlicathat no other navy in the world has
made such great contributions to the development of science and oulture.
He cited as exaMples the 85 expeditions undertaken in the Pacific alone
fring the last half the eighteenth century, and asserted that bore
than 30,000 kilometers of Arctic and Pacific cosatline, islands 'and
archipeligees, a "considerable" part of the American continent's coast,
and many areas of ASia Africa ost the Antarctic continents were discovered,.
,surveyed and described by Russiai navigators.. (R FBIS, 30 July 51)e

' Comments. The recent appointment of Vice Admiral. Ruznetsov as Naval
Ministerp'slong with the new emphasis on the real and imagined contributions
,pf the Rusdian Navy, indicates the increasing importance the USSR now
.*btaches to the navy.
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."410 er d . The Embassy.in Moscow

cetsiders that thflordial treatment received by.the Quaker delegation

ftom the UK showa that the Soviets attached some seriousness to their visit.

Such attention to a Western, non-Communist, non-official delegation has

been unprecedented since the immediate postwar years,. Second-hand reports

Indicate that the Quakers were impressed by Soviet reasonableness in dim-

cuseing the toseibiiities ofreconciling East.:West difficulties.- The

Quakers blamed-the West for intransigence at Paris and felt.that advantage

should now be taken of the present change in Soviet tactics, as exemplified

by the Dew publication gm and by Mtlikgs talk with the Quakers, to disk.

cuss current tensions with.the USSR,

The embasey comments that the visit was successful from the Soviet

viewpoint and that the gremlin incidentally gained .good advice on how to

Make ita propaganda more convincing to the West,. The enhassy noted that

the QUakers, Convinced as they are that good cannot result from force,
will not see the relationibetween any current change in Soviet attitude
and UN military success in Korea. (C Moscow 158, 28 July 51),

EASTERN-EUROPE 'BULGARIA', 'Industrialization fails to reach opal. In its

report.:ofiAhe.sectind.Onetterof.1954.the.Bulgarien.State.Planning Camp- .

mission claims a considerable increase in industrial production, but '

admits that implementation of the overall plan failed by 2.4 per cent.
The commission specifically criticizes the following organizations for
their failure to readh plan gots in the fields listeds (a) the Ministry

of Industry.-- steel, metal processing and agricultural madhinery;'(b) the
Ministry of Electrification electric power and metal processing;
(c) the Minietry of Supplies -- food and Chemical industries; and (d) the
Central Cooperative Union -- food industry, With respect to certain comp-

modities BUlgarian industry failed to reach its goals by significant
amounts, e.g., electric power (7.2 per cent), electric bulbs (20,2 per centl

household utensils and china (13.8 per cent), shoes (33.2 per cent), cheese
(11.9 percent) and meat (3.9 per cent). (R FBIS0 30 July 51).

Commead In order to meet the industrial goals set by the Five Tear
Plan, .Bulgarta needs considerable outside assistance in procuring machinery
and skilled personnel which the USSR is'either unable or unwilling to
Thrnish. The chiefs of the ministriees listed above and the Chief of the
industrial division of the Central Cooperative Union have been sufficiently
criticited by the regime during the past two'years to justify their purge.
It is probable, however, that they continue to remain in office as perennial
scapegoats for failures that the USSR cannot or will not remedy.

"EP CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Prothresj
Accordinito.a 284uly dcamunique of the.Czechoslovak State Plexutuag
Office', the increased goals of thetive4ear Plan have been fulfilbd for
the first half of 1951.. Industry as a whole exceeded its targets by

"BR
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1:3 per cent, and its volume of production rose by 12.5 per cent coMpared
with the corresponding period of 1950.

The various sectors of industry over-ftlfilled the plan during this
period at followsi heavy industry, 100.7 Per cent; light industry, 102.6
per cent; food industry 1003 per cent. The heavy engineering industrYs
despite a reported rise in the volume of prodUction over 1950, did not
fUlfill its pIan, Shortages Of raw materials, especially non,ferrous
metals and rolled steel, as well as poor management, were cited as corps
tributing causes.

' In conparisOn with the first half of 1950$ coal production increased
5.5 per dent, The production of lignite arid coke surpassed the planned
iluotae, but that Of hard coal did not. The production plan for elec-
tricity also was not fulfilled.

The communique reports that the volume of Czechoslovak foreign trade
during the period was 30.1 per cent greater than in the first half of 1950.
The Soviet Orbit's share of this trade rose to 56.8 per cent of the total,
ae against 52 per dent in 1950. The communique eulogized the aid of the
SoViet Union in providing Czechoslovakia with grain, industrial raw
materials, machinery, and food, (R MS, 30 July 51).

Comments Despite the impressive figures representing general ful
fillment$ :the failure of engineering productioni hard coal production and
electricitY output to meet planned goals means that Czechoslovakia is not
meeting the increased Soviet demands for heavy industrial products, The
State Planning Office's admission that a shortage of non-ferroun metals
exists does not jibe with the eulogisticamments about Soviet aid, but does
correspond to known Czech efforts to obtain these very materials clan-
destinely from the West. Some of the failures can be attributed to increas-ing labor discontent, increased absenteeiam and aporadic paseive economic
sabotage.

RUMANIA. GaVernMent Wade u'.l2,...I.,_fSs'_frsat,tpu"tl-fieatel'ieznrua. The
attestOf "an iMportant number of spies and.provocateurs..employed by the
Yugoslav Security Police" in the interest of the American espionage ser-
vice" has been- announced by the Rumanian Government. The accused were
allegedly instructed to propagate chauvinism among the ranks of the Ser-
Man population in the Banat region on the Yugoslav borderi to agitate for
the union Of the Rumanian Banat with Yugoslavia, and to penetrate the ranks
of Yugoslav einigres in Rumania. Rumania ftrther charges that many of the
accused.have relatives in the Banat whom they were sent in to incite.
(B PHIS, 30 JulY 51)0

Comment,s This is the first group of alleged Yugoslav agents slated
for public trial in Rumania during the past year. Undoubtedly resulting
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from'strong Western reaction to Rumania's eviction.ofthousands.of,Banat
residertir (see 0/01 Daily Digests, 25 and 27 June, 17 July 51)0he
announeement of the arrests sets the stage for the usual Communist props,
genie campaign to justify police state measurds.

"Bo YUGOSLAVIAI-Intellicence Chief exrects no Satellite attack in .!Mmediate
fUture. :IUgOsIavia-does.not expedfl.Soviet.Satellite.attackin the_
!mediate lfttre, accOtding to Admiral Manola, the Yugoslav Deputy Chief
of Staff and reportedly also the Chief of Intelligence. In a conversation
with the US Military Attache on 24 July, Mamie stated that border incidents
remained oh a small scale and the only indication of danger was an uncon
firmed report of.a pontoon bridge installed over the Danube on, the Rumanian-
Bulgarian border. The US Military Attache reports that Yugoslav military
activities are completely normal; it is his impreasion that Yugoslav leaders
are basically unconcerned over the possibility of a general war.

Comment: This report points up the frequent disparity in Yugoslav
stateMents.. In.his Titograd speech on 13 July Tito declared that the bor-
der situation was becoming worse, and more recently Yugoslav leaders
expressed some concern that Molotov's Warsaw speech might be the prelude
to Satellite aggression against YUgoslavia. There is-no evidence that
border incidents have become more frequent or serious, and available
lAtelligence appears to support Mtola's statement.
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SECTION 2 (EASTERN)

"C". SYRIA. Cabinet resigns: Prime Minister Kalid al-Azm and his cabinet
have tendered their resignations to thetPresident of Syria. One of the
first ministers to resign was a "Hawrani man," indicating, in the view of
the US Minister, a deliherate move by Hawrani.and the army to bring about
the fall of the Cabinet.; Although Azm might be asked to form another govern-
ment, Maruf Dawalibi has been mentioned hy many as a.likely successor.
Any government headed by Dawalihi would include some Populists Who would
permit Parliament to continue with its work. (1 FBID Brazzaville, 30 Jul 51;
C Damascus 55, 30 Jul 51).

Comment: This report indicates that Colonel Shishakli, the Chief of
Staff, continues to be the real power in Syria. Akrim Hawrani, leader of
the Arab Socialist Party-and a recent critic of the government, is his close
friend. Although a coalition government containing some members ofthe
Populist Party - currently in opposition - might be able to progress with
the business of government, Mere Dawalibi, who has stated that Syria should
ally with the USSR rather than with the US, would as prime minister foster
antiAlestern sentiment n Syria.

"B" AFGHANISTAN. Commission to attempt to obtain oil direct from Iran: The
project manager for Morrisorktudson AfghanistanJa US construction firm)
has been told by the Acting Prime Minister of Afghanistan that a commission
headed by the Afghan Minister of Mines Will proceed shortly to Iran to attempt
to arrange for oil shipments directly from Iran to Afghanistan. Morrison-
Knudsen Afghanistan has been asked to investigate the feasibility of sending
Afghan tank trucks to the Iranian border if the Iranians are able to deliver
oil products there. Such an arrangement would eliminate present transship-
ment through Pakistani territory. (C Kabulal, 27 Jul 51).

Comment: Sihce Iranle oil storage facilities are full and its export
outlets by sea are closed, Iran probably will welcome the Afghan suggestion.
However, difficulties likely to be encountered in diverting Iranian oil
carriers from their present internal distribution duties may-prevent effective
implementation of any agreement reached by the two countries.

"B" BURMA. Situa.tion in dentral Nina deterioratingi A US Embaesy officer who
.. recently spent a week in Mandalay reports that the town is virtually

surrounded by Communist insurgents and that attacks on communication
facilities have increased in number and intensity. Although there is much
speculation that the well-armed insurgents are being suppliethfrom China;
the Communists are also receiving arms through sales from government forces.
There are no indications that the government is taking steps to halt the
deterioration of law and order in the area, and the army apparently is
unable to do more than defend the towns,,leaving the initiative in the hands
of the Communists. (3 Rangoon 115, 27 Jul 51).
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Comment: The situation in central Burma has obviously taken a turn
for the worse. Little improvement can be expected so long as friction be-
tween C-in-C Ne Win and the Socialists continues and the reportedly alarm-
ing deterioration of morale is unchecked. The Communists can look forward
to increasing Chinese encouragement and suPport.

193" HURMA/CHINA. Communist-KUT forces clash in Yunnan: Chinese Communist and
Nationalist units have been engaged in heavy but indecisive fighting in
southwest Yunnan, according to a spokesman of the Burmese War Office, One
highly reliable report mentioned the disarming of a battalion of Chinese
Communist troops in Mangshih after the defection of 200 of its members to
the KO forces. (S Rangoon 115, 27 Jul 51).

Comment: This report appears to be overly optimistic regarding EMT
successes. Reliable evidence indicates that the KMT forces have suffered
severe defeats at the hands of the Chinese Communists and have retreated
into Burma.

.,"B" INDOCHINA. French considering repatriation of Chinese Nationalist internees
in Indochina: The French Foreign Office appears to have receded from its
former opposition to the repatriation to Formosa of Chinese Nationalist
troops interned in Indochina, according to the Chinese Nationalist Minister
in Paris. .Although emphasizing that General De lattre and the next French
cabinet must approve any such decision, a Foreign Office official hinted
that it might be possible to repatriate a few groups and then await Chinese
Communist reaction. (C Paris 652, 30 Jul 51).

Comment: The Chinese Nationalist Government has been attempting period-
ically during the past two years to obtain permission for the internees to
leave Indochina for Formosa. The French, however, have firmly refused all
requests, fearing that the proposed action might provide the Chinese,Comr
munists with a pretext for intervening in Indochina.

This is the second report during the past week that the French position
in this matter has been relaxed.

"B" Vietnam to draft 60,000: The Vietnam Government supplemented
its recently assumed authority to conscript doctors by issuing a decree'
calling up a contingent of 60,000 ntentra two-month military instruction
period. US Minister Heath describes the Vietnam.Governmentle series of
mobilization measures beginning 15 July as "the key to De Lattre's policy"
since the joint French-Vietnamese declaration of "total war" against the
Viet Minh on 19 April. Heath does not believe there will be any great
difficulty in drafting 60,000 men. (S Saigon 258, 30 Jul 51).

Comment: The fact that the mobilization measures represent "De Lattre's
polidy," and will be executed by Vietnamese who have distinguished themselves
by their loyalty to De Lattre rather then by their devotion to the cause of
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Vietnamese independence, will tend to limit the effectiveness of themobilization policy. Previous French refusal to turn over,4,000 riflesto the hard-pressed Vietnamese
regional security forces in North Vietnam

contrasts with their apparent ability to arm 60,000 Vietnamese under theFrancophile central government of Tran Van Huu.

French general and Vietnamese official slain. Thai Lap Thanh,Governor of South Vietnam, and General Charles Chanson, Commander of FrenchForces in South Vietnam, were killed by the grenade of a Viet Minh terrorist'in the province of Sadao, west of Saigon. (R Press TiCker Paris, 31 Jul 51).

Comment: This incident is a striking exception to the generallydeclining trend of terrorism in South Vietnam! It is the first time thata high ranking French officer has been killed hy a terrorist. Governer ThaiLap Thanh was, despite his title, a relatively uninfluential figure in theVietnam administration.

"T" INDONESIA/CHINA. Communist China claims Indonesia violated internationalractice: A Peiping release by the New China News Agency on 25 July statesthat doneeials refuaal to admit 16 new staff members of the ChineseEmbassy in Djakarta is contrary to international practice. The releaseclaims that all sixteen had obtained entryvisas from the IndonesianEmbassy in China. The Chinese Government has expreseed deep regret overthe affair and is taking up the matter with the Indonesian Government.(U Hong Kong 388, 28 Jul 51).

Comment: Although it i8 true that the Indonesian Charge d'Affaires inPeiping issued visas to the Chinese, the Chinese Embassy in Djakarta made noeffort to inform the Indonesian Foreign Office of the pending arriVal of -additional staff members until three days before their ship docked. Eventhen the Embassy failed to provide names and positions. Indonesia, there-fore, considers that the Chinese Government hao deliberately ignored diplo-matic procedures, and to date has refused to reconsider its decisionrefusing entry to the 16 Chinese.

INDONESIA. Oil workers' trade unions decide to affiliate with SOBS'. Acongreas of oil trade unions decided on 27 July to affiliate with Communist-dominated SOBSI0 Indonesia's largest trade union federation, (R FBID TickerDjakarta, 29 JUl 51).

Comment: It is not clear what unions participated in the congress. Aloose federation of the four Indonesian oil unions - the Oil Workers Committee'for Joint Action - has been non-SOBSI, although one of the participatingunions was a SOBSI affiliate and another was pro-SOBSI. It is probable thatthese two latter unions and possibly a third, having been unsuccessful inforcing the Committesvto join putsI; have formed their own'organization andhave established
connections with the Communist federation.
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"C" CHINA. Hong Kong shipowner seeks reinstatement of Panamanian re,istry: The

Hong Kong firm of Wallem & Co., Ltd., owner of the vessel Marion 00317 gross
tons), has cabled its Calcutta agents that "we undertake never to trade with
Chinese ports again during the present emergency." These assurances were
given in order to regain Panamanian registry, cancelled after the vessel
loaded cargo in Calcutta for Communist Chiha. In View of the owner'e
aseurances, the US Consul General in Calcutta has no objection to restore-

. tion of the vesiells Panamanian registry. (C Calcutta 86, 27 Jul 51). .

Comment: Wellem & Co., Ltd., has a long record of dealing with the
Chinese Communists. The company's assurances that the vessel will not
again call at Chinese ports are probably designed merely to achieve restora-
tion of the ship's papers, so that it may clear Calcutta. If the policy of
the Panamanian government continues to hamper Wallem's dealings with
Communist China, the company can transfer the vessel to other registry. 25X1C

Chinese Communists concerned over losses in Korea:
the statement of Gen. Yeh Chien-ying; Chairman of the Kwangtung

provincial government and Secretary of the CCP's South China Sub-Bureau, that
China should "take advantage of the (Kaesong) Peace negotiations to preserve
the core of the Axially," tnd that a continuation of the Korean conflict would
have "catastrophie effects on the Chinese Communist forces.

25X1A

"A"

25X1C

25X1A
Comment: It is ironic that this same Gen. Yeh, severel months ago,

publicly stated that it was international Communist strategy to employ the
manpower resources of Asian 'liberation' movements to force the Western
powers to engage in costly attritional warfare which the latter could not
long afford. Chinese Communist casualties ih Korea are estimated to approach
600,000. Although intensiVe recruiting has restored Chinese Communist field
forces to their pre-Korea numerical level of approximately 2,000,000, the
Chinese have lost a significant proportion - possibly as high as 25 percent -
of their best-trained and best-indoctrinated troops.

Chiang Ching-kuo gains control of Nationalist press and propaganda:
Chiang Ching-kuo, the Generalissimo's eldcr son, -reportedly became dissatis-
fied with the efforts of Nationalist press and propaganda spokesman, Tao Hsi-
shing during the current anti-American campaign.

He charged that Tao failed to carry out the Generalissimo's wishes and
that his subordinates did not denounce the Americans strongly enough. Tao
offered his resignation, and it was accepted promptly. Chiang Ching-kuo's
immediate subordinate in the political bureau was appointed to replace him.

25X1A I

Comment: This is anotherindication of Chiang Ching-kuo's anti-
American attitude and his growing strength within the Nationalist government.
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Chinese Nationalists react to US memoranda on aid controls. Chiang
Kai-shek was "considerably upset" by the Department of State memoranda
requesting effective supervision.and control of US aid. The memoranda, after
some delay, were sent to the cabinet by Chiang on 27 July. Meanwhile, on
25 July the cabinet learned of the US memoranda and held a secret meeting
at which Chiang Ching -kuo, the Generalissimo's elder son,opposed the US
recommendations.

Foreign Minister George Yeh, heretofore considered pro-US, stated,
"the, US is forcing the Nationalists to the edge of surrender." This stand
obviously was taken in an attempt to regain the Generalissimo!s favor, since
the Foreign Minister has been blamed for the.exclusion of the.Nationalists
from the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty.

Among those favoring the US suggestions are Premier Chen Cheng and the
Governor of Formosa, K. C. Wu. Chang Chun, a former premier and close
associate,of 'the Generalissimo, was entrusted with the job of making him
realize the consequences of losing US aid. Chang Chun will also attempt to
convince the Generalissimo that the anti-American campaign begun over the
the exclusion of the Nationalists from the signing of the Japanese Peace
Treaty should not be overdone and might result in the replacing of the
present US Embassy staff by others less sympathetic. 1

I
25X1A

Comment: Despite the realization that American aid is essential to
their existence, the Chinese Nationaliats apparently are determined to
advance their contention that US controls would be an infringement of the
sovereignty of a free nation.

If the US remains firm, the Nationalists will be forced to yield to
the controls requested. They will, nevertheless, make every effort to
free themselves of US supervision.

25X1C
"B" Non-Communists In the Peinaisillusionedil:

25X1C I I members of non -Commmnist
,parties invited to join the "coalition" government set up by the Chinese
Communist Party (qcP) in the.fall of 1949 are "very disillusioned with their
lot." lhese persons feel that no non-Communist is informed of major
decisions before they becoze public, that none occupies an important office,
and that they have little authority in the posts they do hold. Further,
non-Communist officials receive less real pay than their Communist colleagues
and are subject to more severe punishment for malfeasance. Finally, non-
Communist officials must unconditionally obey their Communist superiors,
cannot express themselves as nan the Communists, and are regarded by
the Communists as inferior beings. The consensus is that non -CoMmunist
officials "have become slaves" and that their parties "are only puppets"

25X1A of the CCP.
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Comment: This account has in general been confirmed hy all sources and

is a good summary of the status of the puppet parties and their members.

"C". New blow at US missions. The Peiping regime has ordered all Chinese

Christian churches and organizations "immediately (to) sever xelations"

with American missions and other missions supported by US funds, and has

further ordered "all such missions (to) cease their activities in China."

The decree of 27 July provides for the departure of all US missionaries

other than those who are still useful to the reflme or are accused of crimes

against the regime. (1/ FBID Peiping, 30 Jul 51 ).

Comment: This step in Peiping's frank campaign to eliminate US

influence from China and to transform Chinese religious groups into puppets

of the regime.has been anticipated. It has long been apparent to most

missionaries that they Wad no future in Communist China. Missionaries

comprise the majority Of the 25 to 30 US natianals now imprisoned in

Communist China, and other arrests are expected.

"C" Communists plan to continue aid to Indochina,at present level: A

decision to withhold Overt support from the Democratic Republic of Vietnam

(DRV), but to continue the "secret infiltration" policy was reportedly made

at a 28 to 30 June meeting of Chinese, Soviet and nay representatives in

Canton. Other plans allegedly reached at this conference include: (a)

the use, if necessary, of Chinese troops concentrated in the border area,

up to a maximum of two regiments at one time, to be infiltrated by the

"old method" - i.e., use of DRV uniforms; (b) the doubling, if necessary,

of the number of Chinese and Soviet advisors on duty with the DRV forces;

and (e) the designation by the Soviet Union and China of 1.000 tons each

of supplies permonth to the DRV
25X1A

For critical security reasons this report is not to e ther transmitted 25X1A

within the United States, or beyond the borders of the United States, with-

out the express permission of the releasing office).

-Comment: Conferences of this nature have been reported frequently

since November, but no confirmation of the decisions allegedly taken has

been received. The Communist potential to enlarge their present aii

program by impleMenting any or all of the above points is generally con-

:ceded. Recently intensified efforts.to complete road and rail contacts

with Indochina indicates that such aid may be increased in the near future.

"C" KOREA. Communist troops dissatisfied with USSRIs role in Korean war. A

mid-June psychological warfare summary from Korea reveals that several

reports have been reoeived which indicate dissatisfaction among Communist

troops over the Soviet role in Korea. This discontent centers on SoViet

failuteAO -Li)._ send much-propagandized material support for COmmunist

offensives, and (b) support Chinese Communist troops, sent to Korea on

Soviet orders, with Russian troops. (S Psychological Warfare Operations,

13-19 Jun 51).
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Comment: While the evidence is inconclusive, any awakening among
Communist troops to the actual Soviet position in Korea would be significant.

South Korea wants foreign troops to stay a years The BOK pirector
of Public Information announced'on 30 July that South Korea will require
foreign troops for defense and, to train ROK forces. He estimates that it
will be a year before the South Koreans will be in aTosition to defend
themselves. (iR FBID Ticker Reuters, 30 Jul 51).

Comment: This expression of need for external military assistance
stands out in sharp contrast to recent bombastic statements of several rank-
ing South Korean officials, including President Rhee. The general tenor of
those remarks was that the South Koreans could gcron to the Yalu alone if ,necessary.
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SECTION 3 (NESTERS)

"A" WESTERN EUROPE. Western European Communists coordinate efforta towards-
labor agitation. ND members of the Italian Communist PartyDirectorate
are expected to meet with French Communist leaders in Paris during Menet
to.coordinate a large-scale program for a peace propaganda campaign and

. labor agitation in both countries in September,

French and Italian Communist port workers reportedZy met recentlY in
Marseille to plan strikes and sabotage for the entire Mediterranean baein
at an unspecified time. Communist seamen and dockere are also reported to
have met in Amhterdam on 3 July to schedule-a "big offensive" for early-fall
in ail Northern European ports. 1

25X1A 25X1A

Comment: Such plans would be consistent with known Communist intentions
. to exploit rising living, costs in order to sabotage the Western-defense ef-

. fort. Should the Communists stress labor's economic grievances, as they
did With considerable success in France last spring, they would have a good
chance of totching off a sorioup wave of strikes.

In the past two years) however, Communist efforts to foment port
strikes inWestern Europe for ideological reanons have generally failed,
'and the current intensity of shipping activity in France and the Benelux
yountries further reduces the Communists' appeal to the dockers. Despite
considerable unemployment in Italian ports, the Communists have also been
unable to win significant support for politically motivated strikes.

"AN FRANCE-ITALY. Prominent Communists visit USSR and Satellites. Jacques
buclos, Acting Secretary General of the French Communist Party (PCF), is
reported to be on "vacation", possibly in the USSR visiting Maurice Therez.
During his absence, Francois Billoux, PCF politburo member, will direct
Communist activities. The Secretary General of the Italian Communist Party
(PCI), Pahairo Togliatti, is also reported to be planning an early trip to 25X1A
the USSR. Other prominent Italian Communists have recently.left Italy for
Central Europe Trith Prague as a possible destination.

25X1A I
1

CommAt Inasmuch as an official Cominform meeting is reportedly
scheduled for the near future, both Duclos and Togliatti mgy have been
asked to present official.reports on Communist activities.- Duclos'
absence from recent sessions of the National Assembly previously led to
the assumption that he had gone to the USSR.

"B" SWITZERLAND. Eiport controls to be effected largely through "gentlemah's
agreement". The -Smiss Government's position on export controls, which Wall
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be communicated to the 1 August meeting of the Coordinating Committee's
control group, is as follows:

(1) The government will put into effect early in August
measures agreed upon recently in Bern by the US and
the Swiss, such measures to be retroactive to 25 June.

(2) The government cannot compel cancellation of old
Azontracts, but in practice many companies will cancel .

or delay execution.

(3), The government cannot make a commitment in situations
where Eastern and Western buyers are competing, but
Swiss industry has a gentleman's Agreement to give priority
to Western orders.

(S Bern 163, 30 JulY 51)

Comment: The government's admission that it cannot in general bring
pressure to bear oh Swiss industry is in line with the laissez-faire policy
.dominating the Swiss economy. Gentleman's agreements mill not prevent many
Swiss industrialiets from acting in accordance with their own interests,
even if the East is benefitted thereby,

"C" SPAM UK rajects Madrid note on US-Spanish defense talks. The British
F3Fagn Office has officially rejected- the Spanish note of 21 July which
complained about UK-"meddling with SpaniSh Sovereignty" in the matter of
US-Spanish mutual defense talks. The Spanish Atbassador in London accepted
the British Foreign Secretary's oral rejection which was couched in "mild
terms" in preference to a more caustic written answer drafted by the Foreign
Office, (S London 593, 30 Atli 51)

ComMent: The Spanish note reflects the Madrid governmentis bitterness
at UK Objections to a spenish-US agreement upon which Franco is pinning his
hopee for surviVel. The controlled Spanish press has redently adopted a
ptern attitude toward critics of US-Spanish defense talks, and asserts that
it is a-sign of weakness to appease such "tools of the Kremlin" as the
Sacialiet governments of Europe. The newspapers present Spain's willingness
to cooperate-in Western defense as a recognition of its responsibilities
for pretecting Civilization and peace and they label the British and French
governments as unreliable mercenaries.

"B" DENMARK-SWEDEN. Suggest Hague Court ruling on Soviet claketd
. . territorial waters. The Danish and Swedish ambassadors at Moscow sub-

mitted notes to the Soviet Foreign Offide on 18 July suggesting that
Denmark, Sweden, and the USSR agree to submit to the International Court
at The Hague the question of whether the Soviet Union is entitled by
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international law to exercise jurisdiction over territorial waters
extending 12 nautical miles off its Baltic Sea coasts. (U Copenhagen
FDIS-Danish radio, 28 July 51)

Comment: Since 1946 Russian patrol boats have seized a number of
Swedish and Danish fishing vessels for allegedly violating the 12-mile
demarcation of territorial waters. On 31 August 1950, the USSR rejected
a joint Swedish-Danish protest and reiterated its contention that the
delineation of territorial waters is the sole right of the littoral state.
The Danes and Swedes have been unwilling to adopt any retaliatory measures,
and in fact have advised their fishermen to remain safely distant from
Soviet shores with the result that actual seizures have been much fewer thisyear. But they (particularly the Swedes) do not wish silently to acquiesce
in the Soviet claim, which they therefore continue to-reject largely forthe record.

."B" GERMANY. Soviet Motive for Berlin trade restrictions. may have shifted.
US officials in Berlin believe that the USSR, having imposed restrictions
on Berlin exports for such limited objectiVes as speeding the conclusion
of an interzonal trade agreement, say now 112.8 these restrictions for
broader economic and political purposes. The officials foresee' a tenacious
Soviet campaign to retain and develop these reetrictions (centering around,the demand for certificates of Origin). The officials estimate that theUSSR could withstand the present and proposed Allied economic counter
Measures for another two months', and even longer, if Soviet Objectives were,on the whole, being served.

Present countermeasures naW include Western refusal to approve theinterzenal trade agreement, and a partial embargo on goods to east Germany.,Mere stringent measuree have not been adopted because of French reluctance
to provoke Soviet retaliation. A limited airlift with commercial planeshas already begun to move the bilge backlog of Berlin exports bottled upby the Soviet refusal to let them move overland through east Germany.(S Frankfurt Unnumbered, 29 July 51, S Paris 612, 28 July 51)

Comment: The USSR may have imposed the restrictions:on BerlinTs exportsto sp6477giclusion of the interzonal trade agreement, which is not-only
valuable in itself, but 'serves as a Cover for illegal trede. Failing inthis purpose, the Soviets nevertheless observed that the restrictions could.play hob withWest Berlin's economy, a desirable result in the SoViet view.

: The Kremlin might mull be_willing to dontinue the restrictione for some time,for though they would result in depriving the Soviet zone of same valuable
West German goods, the damage inflicted upon the West Berlin economy Wouldbe proportionately much greater. If, however, the West is able to MoveWest Berlin exports by commercial or military airlift, the Soviet restrictionswould be stripped of their economic effect.
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SECTION 1 (SOVIET)

"A" USSR. Soviet "peaceful coexistence" policy considered likely. The US
riiiMsy in London suggests the possibility that the USSR milL now seek
to re-enter a period of "peaceful coexietence during which it will attempt
to increase its own strength while calcUlating that the West May be weakened
by unpreparedness, complacency, or edonomic cilia's. :As reasons for shell a
Kremlin choice, the embassy points to the USSR's provocation ofWestern
rearmament, some other serious failures of Soviet policy over the past three
Years, and the apparent Soviet unreadiness to challenge the West in a full-
scale war.

Recalling the precedent of Soviet policies in the 1920's and 19301s,
the embassy characterizes the coexistence policy as a middle road between
a "genuine general retreat" and an imminent showdown with the West. The
USSR may even, for the time being, refrain from further local aggressions
'oh the part of the Satellites, since the riek of thereby precipitating a
general conflict may be greater than the USSR careth to incur. The embassy
sPeculates that the "cautious" nature of Soviet policy has been upset in
the Far East by the "revolutionary fervor" of the Chinese Communists but
that the USSR can be more conciliatory in Europe because the Satellites
are more malleable. In the embassy's opinion, a renewed attempt to achieve

, an Austrian Treaty Should be used to test the new Soviet protestations of
a desire to cooperate. (S 5/8 London 562, 27 Jul 51)

Commerit: The only evidence of a Possible change in Soviet foreign
policies, aside from a professed willingness to settle the Korean War, lies
in the trade arid cultural fielde, but activities in these fields haVe not
so far involved ariy real concessions on the Part .of the Soviet Government.
They have coincided with a rather sharp shift in the propaganda line, ap-
ParentIy designed to persuade susceptible non-Communist governments that
a costly Western alliance against the Soviet Union is no longer necessary.

SECTION 2 (EASTERN)

"B" EOM: King unwillinito break off Anglo-Egyptian negotiatiohe. Ihe
, Dritish Ambassador is to be informed,on King Farouk's orders, that.

Salaheddin, the Egyptian Foreign Minister, had not been authorized to
state that the Ahglo-Egyptian treaty of 1936 would be denounced unless
.there were tangible evidence.of progress in the negotiations by mid-August.
The Egyptian Prime Minister has been informed of the King's opinion and is
expected to respect it. The Royal Press Counselor is not disturbed by the
possibility of Salaheddin's resignation from the Cabinet, which already has
two vacancies, because he.feels that Salaheddin's following is overrated.
(TS S/S Cairo 119, 28 July 51)
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Comment: Egypt's poor showing in the Palestine campaigns convincedFarouk of the necessity for AngloEgyptian defense cooperation. He haspreviously warned government officials against breaking off negotiationswith the British. Specifically, he has informed Salaheddin that he wouldnever be forgiven should he resign over this issue. Regardless of thepresent strength of Salaheddin's political following, should he resign fromthe government he would become the focal point for those forces opposed tocontinuing ties with the British.

SECTION 3 (WESTIMN)

HD" AUSTRIA. Gruber looks with favor upon reopening of treaty talks. AustrianForeign Minister Gruber has welcomed the US suggestion that negotiationsbe resumed on the Austrian treaty, as he considers it important that thecontinuity of treaty efforts should not be interrupted altogether. Gruberdoes not feel that there is any present urgency for a meeting of the deputies,although he indicates that another attempt at a treaty could loom moreimportant in the autumn, depending on developments of the next few weeks.Gruber considers that there is a general utility in preserving fourpowercontact through the Council of Foreign Ministers or the deputies. (S S/SVienna 362, 27 July 51)

Comment: In June of this year Gruber hoped for agreement on theAustrian treaty at a Big Four meeting, and therefore regarded the deputies'sessions as unnecessary. (See OCI Daily Digest, 5 June 51,) Now, with noprospect of a Big Four meeting, Gruber has changed his attitude toward theefforts of the deputies.
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